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Hurrah! The Helen O'Grady Academy is now in Lahore, Pakistan. The
studio offers classes to children 6-14

Hurrah!
The Helen O'Grady Academy is now in Lahore, Pakistan.
years old. We have been getting
wonderful responses from parents
as this programme encourages listening and speaking skills which are
sometimes ignored in main stream
education. Those students who at-

The year 2016- 2017 at MSB educational Institute with Helen O’Grady
has been an interesting and a funfilled year. The school had incorporated the program in their curriculum from Grade III to Grade VI (212
students). The year ended in a kaleidoscope of colourful production
plays.
The student’s performances were a
testimony that spoke volumes of the
powerful skills that the students had
acquired at the Helen O’Grady

As Helen O’Grady teachers we
strongly believe, “Anything can happen in drama”. This phrase opened
up a wide array of possibilities for us
as teachers.
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tend classes are very enthusiastic
and have loosened up considerably
since their first class. Proud of our
Helen O' Grady Lahore superstars in
action!

classes. It was a joy to see the confidence, the enunciation and the projection of the children at a different
level altogether.
It was quite a spectacle to see that
along with developing the skills that
are consciously imbibed through the
Helen O’Grady curriculum the children developed the sought after
21st century skills so naturally and in
turn developed leadership skills as
well.

When a child was Bobo the clown
the whole class enjoyed making
him laugh. When we were doing
"The frog that lost his jump", all
the children were deeply concerned about their friend Freddy.

Each lesson was unique. I have been witness to the change within each of my students’ behaviour, persona and style. I have
watched my students shed their inhibitions
and become more confident.
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The students of Saifiyah Girls School
surprised their teacher with a creative movement of their own after
their lesson concluded. They all got
together and formed their teacher’s
name in uppercase letters using
their versatile bodies -‘FATIMA’. We

were all impressed by
their ingenuity. It
showed that truly anything can happen in a Helen O’Grady
developmental drama class!

Indus Motors Company embarked upon the Helen
O’Grady program for its
employees beginning from February
2017. It has planned to have all its
employees receive our Corporate
training. We completed the first cohort in April and began the second
from May which saw successful
completion in August. The course

had been customized to the needs of
the company and involved simulations and activities that enhance
communication, problem solving
skills and critical thinking skills. At
the end of the 10 weeks the participants of both cohorts were given
interesting topics upon which to
base their presentations. Most of the
participants came up with adroit

The Helen O’Grady Academy classes
were conducted at South City Hospital (SCH) for its employees in order to enhance their creative thinking ability, communication skills,
English language developmental
skills, problem solving ability, logical
thinking, public speaking and cooperative abilities.
The classes commenced from June,
2016 with a total of 48 students divided equally into two classes .

Though the classes were amidst their
busy routine the participants entered
the class with great enthusiasm and
willingness to learn. The students
were co-operative with the teacher
and participated whole heartedly at
the activities throughout the training
programme.

The year 2016- 2017 Helen O’Grady had an
interesting and a fun-filled year. The schools
that incorporated the program in their curriculum ended in a kaleidoscope of colourful
production plays.
The student’s performances were a testimony
that spoke volumes of the powerful skills that
the students had acquired at the Helen
O’Grady classes. It was a joy to see the confidence, the enunciation and the projection of
the children at a different level altogether.
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presentations which were a fine display
of the skills acquired during the 10
weeks.

It was quite a spectacle
to see that along with
developing the skills that
are consciously imbibed
through the Helen
O’Grady curriculum the
children developed the
sought after 21st century
skills so naturally and in
turn developed leadership skills as well.
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Helen O’Grady
Academy Pakistan
Office#808, Fakhri Trade
Centre, Shahrah-e-Liaquat,
Karachi.
Phone: +9221-32640288
E-mail: info@helenogrady.com.pk
Building Confidence.
Feel good about themselves
Increase Self-Esteem
Improve English Language

@helenogradypk @pkhelenogrady

The Benefits Are Many!!
Over a period of time, we guarantee
each individual will
develop excellent social skills they need
in everyday life.
Never has such a programme been of
more value. With
children and young people relying on
emails, texts and social networking sites to communicate,
conversation face
to face is becoming a lost art!

We are on the web!
om.pk
www.helenogrady.c

May was a busy month at the Helen O Grady Academy.
Though the classes at schools had been completed with
excellent productions, it was time that the academy teachers invested judicially training for the new academic year
which meant a new curriculum and new lesson plans with
new techniques.
The entire team was in Dubai from 3rd to 5th May for intensive training which was conducted by Principal Trainers
Ms Rebecca Goodfield and Ms Beth Daniel along with the
international Director of the academy Mr Nigel Le Page.
The teachers returned from Dubai, excited, invigorated
and ready to brace the new year .

